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INTRODUCTION: THE RIGHT OF CITIZENS—NOT PARTIES—TO 

STAND FOR PUBLIC OFFICE  

1. Our current electoral system puts political parties in charge. Every five 

years, the ballot box lets us choose our leaders. In truth, though, we vote in 

a Hobson’s election: vote for a party, or don’t vote at all. Who the party 

sends to fill seats—and become President, even—is for backroom party 

politics to decide, not the People. 

2. The decision to stand for national or provincial office is equally take-it-or-

leave-it: run as a member of a party, or don’t run at all. The Electoral Act1 

absolutely prohibits an independent candidate from running for national or 

provincial office.  

3. The Constitution’s drafters intended our current party-exclusive model as a 

temporary fix for the 1995 and 1999 elections only—a necessary 

compromise to facilitate democratic transition.2 It was never intended to be 

a permanent way of electing our leaders. Quite the opposite: the 

Constitution’s text and purpose gives citizens the right to stand for, and hold, 

public office as independent candidates. A constitutionally compliant 

                                            
1 Act 73 of 1998. 

2 See section 6 of Schedule 6 of the Constitution, which is, by definition, one of the 

Constitution’s “Transitional Arrangements”.  
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electoral system that fits constitutional text and purpose—and facilitates the 

right of citizens to stand for election as independent candidates—is long 

overdue.  

4. It already happens all the time in local government. Citizens stand for 

election as ward councillors, some affiliated to parties, some not. The 

Constitution requires the same for national and provincial elections. Citizens 

have a right to stand for public office and, if elected, to hold office. No Ts 

and Cs apply; not just for local government, and not only as a member of a 

political party. The Electoral Act’s blanket prohibition on independent 

candidates running in national and provincial elections is unconstitutional.  

5. The New Nation Movement does not ask this Court to come up with the 

solution. There are many ways to design an electoral system that 

accommodates independent candidates. A cabinet-appointed Electoral Task 

Team already recommended one way.3 There are probably others. 

Parliament has the tools and time to decide which is best. 

                                            
3 Report of the Electoral Task Team (January 2003) (available at: https://pmg.org.za/policy-

document/346/). The Task Team, headed by Dr F van Zyl Slabbert, noted that our current 

electoral system is already a mixed proportional one because, under Schedule 1A of the 

Electoral Act, half of the seats in the National Assembly must be selected from party regional 

lists, and the other half from national lists. Regions are provinces, so regional lists are, in effect, 

provincial lists. For this reason, the Task Team noted that “provinces are to all intents and 

purposes multi-member constituencies” (see para 4.5.1.1 of the Task Team Report). The Task 

Team’s recommendation built from this observation to recommend a mixed proportional 
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6. Today’s question is narrower and decidedly more judicial: is it constitutional 

to prohibit independent candidates from standing for, and holding, national 

and provincial office? The Constitution’s plain text tells us it is not.  

7. This Court should declare the Electoral Act unconstitutional to that extent, 

and suspend the declaration of invalidity to give Parliament a chance to 

redraft the Act and redesign our electoral system. 

8. The President and the Speaker do not oppose the merits of this application 

and abide this Court’s decision.4 Oddly, despite the President’s neutral 

stance, the Minister of Home Affairs adopts a full-throated opposition on the 

merits.5 For its part, the Electoral Commission rightly recognises that it must 

remain “agnostic as to the electoral system that is adopted”.6 After all, the 

Electoral Commission’s mandate is to “manage elections according to 

national legislation”.7 Its mandate would be just the same if independent 

candidates contest elections alongside political parties. Just like the Electoral 

                                            
system where National Assembly seats would be filled from (1) national lists (100 seats) and 

(2) multi-member constituencies (300 seats). As for (2), the Task Team recommended that the 

current nine multi-member constituencies (the nine provinces) be expanded to 69 demarcated 

multi-member constituencies, with three to seven candidates elected for each constituency.  

4 See the notice to abide filed on behalf of the First and Fourth Respondents. 

5 Minister’s answering affidavit; p 78. 

6 Electoral Commission’s answering affidavit; p 94, para 9. 

7 Electoral Commission’s answering affidavit; p 93, para 9. 
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Commission’s duty is “to manage the elections, not to determine the 

electorate”,8 its duty also stops short of determining the electoral system.  

And so we presume the Electoral Commission will maintain its agnostic 

stance towards the merits of the New Nation Movement’s challenge to 

Electoral Act.   

THIS COURT HAS JURISIDCTION AND SHOULD GRANT DIRECT 

LEAVE TO APPEAL  

9. Because it involves a challenge to the constitutionality of a statute, this 

appeal falls squarely within this Court’s constitutional-matter jurisdiction.9  

10. It is also in the interests of justice for this Court to grant leave to appeal—

and directly to this Court. At least one respondent argues that this Court’s 

decisions in My Vote Counts10 and Ramakatsa11 offer “conflicting views” on 

the meaning of section 19(3).12 The High Court thought so too.13 A similar 

argument would likely be made in the Supreme Court of Appeal, and that 

                                            
8 August v Electoral Commission 1999 (3) SA 1 (CC) at para 33. 

9 See, for example, Garvic v Refugee Status Determination Officer 2019 (1) SA 21 (CC) at para 

14.  

10 My Vote Counts NPC v Minister of Justice and Correctional Services 2018 (5) SA 380 (CC) 

at para 29. 

11 Ramakatsa v Magashule 2012 JDR 2203 (CC) at para 68. 

12 Second Respondent’s answering affidavit; p 80, para 5. 

13 Founding affidavit; annexure “1”, pp 41-44 (High Court’s judgment at paras 22-28).  
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Court would have limited power to pick one conflicting apex view over 

another.14 Given the apparent conflict between My Vote Counts and 

Ramakatsa, it is “most appropriate for this court to deal with … 

interpretation[s] of its own judgment[s]”.15 For this reason alone, it is in the 

interests of justice for this Court to grant direct leave to appeal.  

THE CURRENT PARTY-ONLY ELECTORAL SYSTEM 

UNJUSTIFIABLY INFRINGES THE RIGHT OF CITIZENS TO STAND 

FOR, AND HOLD, ELECTED OFFICE  

11. Section 19 is our constitutional anchor for political rights. Our dark history 

of antidemocracy makes section 19 first among constitutional equals. In a 

sharp break for those dark days, we are now foundationally committed to 

universal suffrage. And the right to vote matters not just for nationhood and 

democracy. Long ago, this Court recognised that the right to vote also goes 

to something more individualistic and deeply personal:16 

“The vote of each and every citizen is a badge of dignity and of 

personhood. Quite literally, it says that everybody counts. In a 

country of great disparities of wealth and power it declares that 

                                            
14 See True Motives 84 (Pty) Ltd v Mahdi 2009 (4) SA 153 (SCA) at para 64 (Jafta JA, 

dissenting). 

15 Laubscher NO v Duplan 2017 (2) SA 264 (CC) at paras 16-18. 

16 August (note 8) at para 17. 
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whoever we are, whether rich or poor, exalted or disgraced, we all 

belong to the same democratic South African nation; that our 

destinies are intertwined in a single interactive polity. Rights may 

not be limited without justification and legislation dealing with the 

franchise must be interpreted in favour of enfranchisement rather 

than disenfranchisement.” 

12. In full, section 19 says: 

“19 Political rights 

(1) Every citizen is free to make political choices, which includes 

the right- 

(a) to form a political party;  

(b) to participate in the activities of, or recruit members for, 

a political party; and  

(c)    to campaign for a political party or cause. 

(2) Every citizen has the right to free, fair and regular elections for 

any legislative body established in terms of the Constitution. 

(3) Every adult citizen has the right- 

(a)   to vote in elections for any legislative body established 

in terms of the Constitution, and to do so in secret; and  

(b)   to stand for public office and, if elected, to hold office.” 
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On its plain text, section 19(3)(b) gives citizens a right to participate in elections 

as independent candidates   

13. Section 19(3)(b) gives every adult citizen a right to stand for public office 

and, if elected, to hold office. The subsection could not be clearer that this 

is a right given to individuals (“[e]very adult citizen”) to do something 

directly (“to stand for public office and, if elected, to hold office”). On the 

section’s plain text, citizens have a right to stand in elections as independent 

candidates.  

14. The text of section 19(3)(b) says nothing about political parties. To be sure, 

other parts of section 19 make political parties do most of the work. 

Subsection (1) speaks to a citizen’s right to make political choices, and the 

enumerated examples of those political choices centre around parties: form 

one, participate in one, campaign for one. In this way, political parties are 

important vehicles for political rights. 

15. But the Constitution does not grant them a monopoly over politics. When it 

comes to standing for office, section 19(3)(b) confers the right on citizens, 

not parties. Unlike subsection (1), political parties are not even mentioned 

as examples of how the right to stand for office should be realised. Nothing 

in the text of the Constitution prescribes that the right in section 19(3)(b) 

must be exercised through membership of a political party.  
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16. The Electoral Act infringes section 19(3)(b). A citizen cannot stand for 

office without joining or forming a political party. Forcing someone to stand 

for office through a party attaches a whole lot of unconstitutional strings to 

the right. Under the Act, someone becomes a member of the national or a 

provincial legislature through a party list. It is up to each party to decide who 

makes its list and the all-important pecking order. Even if someone makes 

the cut and gets a seat, the seat belongs to the party, not who happens to be 

sitting in it. Parliamentarians must, by and large, toe the party line. Party 

loyalties become all important, often to the detriment of democratic 

accountability. In the end, the Electoral Act makes undemocratic party 

lists—not ballot papers—the documents that determine election results and 

the composition of national and provincial legislatures. 

17. No doubt for these reasons, just last year in My Vote Counts this Court 

already interpreted section 19(3) to mean individuals have a right to contest 

national and provincial elections as independent candidates. The High Court 

decided it was not bound by what this Court said about section 19(3), in part 

because the High Court treated this Court’s interpretation of section 19(3) 

as obiter, and in part based on what this Court said several years earlier in 

Ramakatsa about the role of political parties as the conduit for the right to 

vote. 
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18. With respect, we should take this Court at its most recent word on section 

19(3)—individuals have a right to contest national and provincial elections 

as independent candidates:17 

“[Section 19] addresses the fundamental right every adult citizen 

has ‘to stand for public office and, if elected, to hold office’. Our 

Constitution does not itself limit the enjoyment of this right to 

local government elections. The right to stand for public office is 

tied up to the right to ‘vote in elections for any legislative body’ 

that is constitutionally established, meaning every adult citizen 

may in terms of the Constitution stand as an independent 

candidate to be elected to municipalities, provincial legislatures or 

the National Assembly. The enjoyment of this right is not and has 

not been proscribed by the Constitution. It is just not facilitated by 

legislation. But that does not mean that the right is not available 

to be enjoyed by whoever might have lost confidence in political 

parties. It does, in my view, remain open to be exercised whenever 

so desired, regardless of whatever logistical constraints might 

exist.” 

                                            
17 My Vote Counts (note 10) at para 29. 
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19. It’s no answer to tell would-be candidates to form their own party if they do 

not want to join an existing one.18 That skips over the more fundamental—

and necessarily anterior—question about whether there is a right to contest 

an election as an independent candidate. If there is that right—which there 

is under section 19(3)(b)—then it is no answer to force citizens to accept a 

consolation prize of participation through their own political party. Section 

19(3)(b) is still infringed because candidates are still denied their right to 

stand for office as independent candidates. And, in any event, accountability 

concerns remain: members of a fledgling party must still answer to the party 

boss and must still make it onto the party list—no matter how short the list 

may be.   

The purpose of section 19(3)(b) supports citizens’ right to participate in elections 

as independent candidates 

20. A purposivist interpretation of section 19(3)(b) supports independent-

candidate participation in elections.  

21. This Court has long required a generous interpretation of the Bill of Rights—

one that gives rights-holders “the fullest possible protection of their 

                                            
18 High Court’s judgment at paras 5-7. See also the Minister’s heads of argument in the urgent 

application in this Court at para 37. 
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constitutional guarantees.”19 The fullest possible protection of section 

19(3)(b) is one that allows citizens to run for public office free from the 

whips of party politics.  

22. Our dark history of denying the majority any say in the political process also 

informs a purpose-driven interpretation of section 19(3)(b). In the past, black 

people “were not only disenfranchised but were also excluded from all 

decision-making processes undertaken by the government of the day, 

including those affecting them.”20 This all informs the purpose—and 

therefore the meaning—of section 19. As this Court held in Ramakatsa, 

“[t]he purpose of section 19 is to prevent this wholesale denial of political 

rights to citizens of the country from ever happening again.” This never-

again purpose of section 19 demands an expansive interpretation, as this 

Court recognised almost twenty years ago: political rights must be 

interpreted “in favour of enfranchisement rather than disenfranchisement.”21   

23. The government respondents make much of a conflict between Ramakatsa 

and My Vote Counts. The High Court did too. But in truth, and if we take 

seriously a purposivist interpretation of section 19(3)(b), the conflict is more 

                                            
19 Department of Land Affairs v Goedgelegen Tropical Fruits (Pty) Ltd 2007 (6) SA 199 (CC) 

at para 53. 

20 Ramakatsa (note 11) at para 64. 

21 August (note 8) at para 17. 
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apparent than real. In Ramakatsa, this Court spoke at length about our 

history of disenfranchisement and the never-again purpose of section 19: 

“[t]he purpose of section 19 is to prevent this wholesale denial of political 

rights to citizens of the country from ever happening again.”22 For these 

reasons, this Court accepted in Ramakatsa—a decision, remember, the 

government respondents say counts against an expansive interpretation of 

section 19(3)(b)—that section 19 “must be read generously and purposively 

in order to give the right-holders the full protection afforded by the 

guaranteed right”.23 If anything, Ramakatsa counts for an expansive 

interpretation of section 19(3)(b). Just like this Court reasoned in 

Ramakatsa, section 19(3)(b), “[c]onsistent with the generous reading of 

provisions of this kind[,] ... means what it says and says what it means.”24 

Section 19(3)(b) says and means citizens have a right to stand for public 

office as independent candidates.  

24. A purpose-driven interpretation of section 19(3)(b) must also consider and 

further the foundational value of accountability.25 The current system places 

parties before the People, to the detriment of democratic accountability. 

                                            
22 Ramakatsa (note 11) at para 64. 

23 Ramakatsa (note 11) at para 70. 

24 Ramakatsa (note 11) at para 71. 

25 Section 1(d) of the Constitution. 
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National and provincial parliamentarians must advance the party line instead 

of acting in the interests of those who voted them into power. 

Parliamentarians can even be kicked out of a party—and lose elected 

office—if they dare vote against party policy.26  

25. To few’s surprise, then, the Electoral Task Team recognised back in 2003 

that “a lack or perceived lack of accountability was identified as a problem 

in the current system.”27 An expert amicus agrees:28 

• In the current system, there is no link between votes cast and the 

resultant election of any particular candidate into office. 

• Who gets a seat in Parliament or a provincial legislature is a function 

of a party’s list and where a candidate happens to rank on the list. The 

electorate has no say in who makes the list. This makes a voting a take-

it-or-leave-it package deal: if you want to vote for this party, you must 

vote for everyone on this party’s list.  

• In the end, “[c]areer politicians are thus more beholden to their party 

superiors than to their voters.”   

                                            
26 See, for example, para 3.5.1.13 of the Democratic Alliance’s Federal Constitution (available 

at https://www.da.org.za/why-the-da/constitution).  

27 Electoral Task Team’s Report (note 3) at para 4.3.5.2.  

28 Supporting affidavit of Professor Pierre van der Post Du Toit at para 16.2. 
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26. Others also agree.29 Our current electoral system does little to facilitate 

democratic accountability. It may have been good enough for our 

transitional elections in 1994 and 1999. But now, with the benefit of a more 

stable politic, it’s easy to see that the current system is inconsistent with 

constitutional text and purpose.  

Like section 19(3)(b), international law gives citizens a right to participate in 

elections as independent candidates 

27. South Africa’s international-law obligations should dispel any lingering 

doubts about the meaning of section 19(3)(b). Section 39(1)(b) makes 

international law a compulsory feature in the interpretation exercise; 

international law must be considered.30 Here, international law falls squarely 

on the New Nation Movement’s side of the debate.  

28. South Africa is a ratified signatory to the International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights. Article 25 supports a right to stand for public office as 

an independent candidate:  

                                            
29 See generally Aubrey Matshiqi Making Meaningful Electoral Choices: reviewing current 

debates on reforming South Africa’s electoral system (2009) (available at: 

https://dld.omeka.net/).  

30 See generally Glenister v President of the Republic of South Africa 2011 (3) SA 347 (CC) at 

paras 179-197. 
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“Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without 

any of the distinctions mentioned in article 2 and without 

unreasonable restrictions: 

(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through 

freely chosen representatives; 

(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections which 

shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret 

ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the electors; 

(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to public service 

in his country.” 

29. The United Nations Human Rights Committee’s commentary on Article 25 

places beyond doubt that individuals have a right to stand for office as 

independent candidates and are not limited to participation through a party:31 

“The right of persons to stand for election should not be limited 

unreasonably by requiring candidates to be members of parties or 

of specific parties.” 

                                            
31 Paragraph 17 of the United Nations Human Rights Committee General Comment on Article 

25 (available at https://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/pages/tbgeneralcomments.aspx).  
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30. The Electoral Act does not allow citizens to take part in the conduct of 

elections “directly”, nor does it allow citizens to be elected through the “will 

of electors”. Rather, citizens are relegated to participation through parties—

an entry on a long party list, not a face on a ballot—and are elected into 

office only with the blessing of party bosses. The Electoral Act does exactly 

what the United Nations says must not be done: it requires citizens to be 

members of parties to stand for election. The Electoral Act is, to use the 

Commentary’s words, an “unreasonable restriction” of the right to stand for 

public office.  

31. On its own, Article 25 obliges the government to design and implement an 

electoral system that caters for those who want to run as independent 

candidates.32 But at the very least, Article 25 should inform the proper 

interpretation of section 19(3)—which, properly interpreted, is a 

domestication of Article 25. Both guarantee independent participation in 

national and provincial elections. Both are infringed by our current election 

model.   

 

                                            
32 As was the case for the creation of an independent anti-corruption unit under, amongst other 

instruments, the United Nations Convention against Corruption. See Glenister (note 30) at para 

189. 
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Independent-candidate participation in elections is consistent with multi-party 

democracy and proportional representation  

32. The High Court and the government respondents place great stock in section 

1(d) of the Constitution, which requires South Africa to have a “multi-party 

system of democratic government”. They also point to section 46(1)(d), 

which requires election outcomes to “result, in general, in proportional 

representation”. 

33. Add those sections together, so the High Court and the government 

respondents say, and the result is that only parties are allowed to contest 

national and provincial elections. On this squinted reading of sections 1(d) 

and 46(1)(d), there is an absolute prohibition on independent candidates 

standing for, and holding, public office. (For some reason—it is never quite 

made clear—this absolute prohibition does not apply to local government, 

where independent candidates are allowed to, and do, participate alongside 

parties without much fuss.)  

34. Nothing in those sections supports that prohibition. Section 46 is not 

prescriptive and does not limit participation in our electoral system to 

political parties. Nor does section 1(d) help the government respondents’ 

case. The section does not prescribe an electoral system; committing South 

Africa to a multi-party system of democracy is not the same as committing 

South Africa exclusively to a party system of democracy.  
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35. The phrase “multi-party democracy” in section 1(d) is not as talismanic as 

the High Court and the government respondents want it to be. This Court has 

already recognised that it is “not a term of art”,33 but serves a far more modest 

role; it simply contemplates “a political order in which it is permissible for 

different political groups to organize, promote their views through public 

debate and participate in free and fair elections.”34 Note well: “political 

groups”, not political parties. A system that allows individuals to stand 

alongside political parties for public office is perfectly in step with how this 

Court has interpreted multi-party democracy.  

36. The same goes for the requirement in section 46(1)(d) that our electoral 

system must result “in general, in proportional representation.” On its own 

text, section 46 is not prescriptive: the requirement is proportional 

representation “in general”. The deliberate use of “in general” means that 

section 46(1)(d) cannot be elevated to anything more than a general 

guideline. Subsection (1)(d) must, in any event, be interpreted in conjunction 

with subsection (1)(a), which makes clear that it is up to Parliament to 

prescribe the electoral system (subject, of course, to whatever Parliament 

deciding being constitutional). As this Court has interpreted the interplay, 

                                            
33 United Democratic Movement v President of the Republic of South Africa 2003 (1) SA 495 

(CC) at para 25. 

34 United Democratic Movement (note 33) at para 26. 
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“[w]hilst [subsection 1(d)] requires the electoral system to result ‘in general’ 

in proportional representation, the details of that system are not prescribed 

and [subsection 1(a)] leaves these to be determined by national legislation.”35  

37. What the text of section 46 says, the Constitution’s drafting history confirms. 

Proportional representation was initially included during the negotiation 

stages as a Constitutional Principle.36 It didn’t make the final cut in section 

1(d) of the Final Constitution. This Court has already recognised that the 

omission of proportional representation from section 1(d) was not some 

Scrivener’s error. It was deliberate, because “[i]f it had been contemplated 

that proportional representation should be one of the founding values it is 

difficult to understand why those words were omitted from s 1(d).”37 

38. And in any event, whatever section 46 means, it cannot trump the clear and 

unambiguous meaning of section 47, which deals with eligibility 

requirements for membership of the National Assembly (and the equivalent 

for provincial legislatures in section 106). As we show in the next section, 

the current system impermissibly adds party-membership as an eligibility 

                                            
35 United Democratic Movement (note 33) at para 40. 

36 In Constitutional Principle VIII, which said “There shall be representative government 

embracing multi-party democracy, regular elections, universal adult suffrage, a common 

voters’ roll, and, in general, proportional representation.” Each one made it into section 1 of 

the Final Constitution except proportional representation. 

37 United Democratic Movement (note 33) at para 29. 
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requirement for national and provincial office. Section 47 lists specific 

eligibility requirements. It even goes to the trouble of listing specific 

exceptions to those general requirements. The section does not require party 

membership. Its silence makes sense in light of the right given to citizens to 

run as independent candidates in section 19(3)(b).   

39. The Electoral Task Team’s recommendation already shows that independent 

candidates can be accommodated in a multi-party system. It already happens 

every day at local-government level, and no one suggests the results of local-

government elections do not result “in general, in proportional 

representation”. In short, political parties and independent candidates can 

live happily in the same electoral system.  

The Electoral Act’s infringement of section 19(3)(b) is not justifiable   

40. There are no plausible justifications for the Electoral Act’s infringement of 

section 19(3)(b). By and large, the government’s arguments are all about 

figuring out the nuts and bolts of an electoral system that accommodates 

independent candidates. None of that affects whether there is a constitutional 

right to independent-candidate participation. If there is that right, then it is 

up to Parliament to design a compliant system. The practicalities of 

facilitating a right is no reason to deny the right altogether.   
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41. Practicalities aside, the government offers little, if any, justification for 

infringing section 19(3)(b) in the way our current electoral system does. The 

wholesale infringement of the right to independent participation in elections 

does not survive a limitations analysis. 

• The nature of the right. This Court has already spoken richly about the 

importance of election rights and the right to vote: a badge of dignity; 

an intertwining of a single interactive polity; a crucial working part of 

our democracy; a reminder that those elected owe their position to the 

will of the people and remain subject to their will.38 The right to vote is 

especially important given our dark history, where “the majority of 

people in our country were denied political rights which were enjoyed 

by a minority.”39 Black people “were not only disenfranchised but were 

also excluded from all decision-making processes undertaken by the 

government of the day, including those affecting them.”40 From that 

history, a clear purpose emerges for section 19: “to prevent this 

wholesale denial of political rights to citizens of this country from ever 

                                            
38 August (note 8) at para 17; Richter v Minister of Home Affairs 2009 (3) SA 615 (CC) at para 

53. 

39 Ramakatsa (note 11) at para 64. 

40 Ramakatsa (note 11) at para 64. 
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happening again.”41 The same never-again importance should attach to 

a citizen’s ability to stand for office as an independent candidate.    

• The importance of the purpose of the limitation. The current prohibition 

on independent candidates standing in elections serves no discernible 

purpose, let alone an important one. Allowing independent candidates 

to contest elections will not bring an end to multi-party democracy; 

parties and independents can live together in the same electoral system 

quite happily.42 If anything, facilitating independent-candidate 

participation in elections will strengthen democratic accountability and 

encourage civic participation in elections.43  

• The nature and extent of the limitation. Unlike closer limitations 

analyses, the extent of the limitation here is easy: complete. You may 

not contest a national or provincial election as an independent 

candidate. No ifs, buts, or exceptions. The Electoral Act, in other 

words, does not merely encroach on the section 19(3) right, but 

“destroy[s] [it] altogether.”44 

                                            
41 Ramakatsa (note 11) at para 64. 

42 As the Electoral Task Team’s recommendation shows.  

43 See the Electoral Task Team’s Report (note 3). See also the supporting affidavit of Professor 

Pierre van der Post Du Toit at para 16.  

44 S v Makwanyane 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) at para 143. 
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• The relation between the limitation and its purpose. It is difficult to test 

the relation between the (wholesale) limitation and its (undiscernible) 

purpose. Even if there is virtue in a party-dominated political system, 

it is not an either-or choice between parties and independents. There is, 

moreover, no rational reason to allow independent candidates to contest 

local-government elections but not national and provincial.  

• Less restrictive means to achieve the purpose. Whatever government’s 

purpose for keeping independent candidates off national and provincial 

ballots, there are surely less restrictive means to achieve it. The 

Electoral Task Team’s recommendation, for one, shows that an 

electoral system can accommodate independent candidates in an 

otherwise party-driven system.  

42. For these reasons, the Electoral Act’s failure to accommodate independent 

candidates in national and provincial elections is an unjustifiable 

infringement of section 19(3).  

THE CURRENT PARTY-ONLY ELECTORAL SYSTEM 

IMPERMISSIBLY ADDS ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR ELECTED 

OFFICE 

43. The Constitution stipulates the criteria for membership of Parliament and the 

provincial legislatures in sections 47 and 106 respectively. Subsection (1) of 
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sections 47 and 106 are, by and large, identical. For each, the subsection is 

structured like this: 

• First, the subsection establishes the default qualification criteria for 

membership of the National Assembly and a provincial legislature: 

“[e]very citizen who is qualified to vote for (the National Assembly or 

the provincial legislature) is eligible to be a member…”. 

• Next, the subsection lists specific exceptions to the default position. 

The exceptions prohibit categories of people from being eligible for 

election to the National Assembly or a provincial legislature: anyone in 

the service of the State; members of a legislative or executive branch 

of government at another level of State; unrehabilitated insolvents; 

anyone declared to be of unsound mind by a court; and anyone 

convicted of certain crimes.  

44. Nowhere is political-party membership made a requirement for eligibility for 

election to Parliament or a provincial legislature. Despite the laundry list of 

people who are not eligible to be elected, sections 47 and 106 do not require 

a citizen to be a card-carrying member of a political party to be eligible for 

election.  

45. The High Court’s judgment, in effect, wrote into sections 47(1) and 106(1) a 

brand-new eligibility requirement of party membership. There is no basis in 
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the Constitution’s text for it. Sections 47(1) and 106(1) make clear that the 

only real qualification for membership of either Parliament or a provincial 

legislature is citizenship and eligibility to vote.   

46. True enough, sections 47(3)(c) and 106(3)(c) state that a person loses their 

membership of the National Assembly or a provincial legislature if they 

“cease to be a member of the party that nominated them”. But that does not 

get us to a party-membership eligibility requirement, for these reasons: 

• Sections 47(1) and 106(1) do the work of prescribing minimum 

eligibility criteria and exceptions to eligibility. Both are silent on party 

membership. If the Constitution’s drafters intended party membership 

as an eligibility requirement, they would have said so.  

• To interpret sections 47(1) and 106(1) as importing an exception based 

on what is said further down in sections 47(3)(c) and 106(3)(c) is an 

impermissible interpretive leap. It in effect imports a further exception 

into the qualifying criteria where the drafters chose to omit it.   

• Sections 47(3)(c) and 106(3)(c) do not address eligibility for 

membership. Instead, they address circumstances where someone loses 

membership. One way of losing membership happens to be becoming 

ineligible. But that does not convert a section dealing with when 

someone loses membership into a section dealing with when someone 
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is eligible for membership in the first place. The more specific section 

should govern; sections 47(1) and 106(1) speak directly and precisely 

to eligibility. Neither section prescribes party membership as an 

eligibility requirement. 

47. This Court’s point of departure should, with respect, be that section 19(3)(b) 

confers an original right for individuals to stand for, and hold, national and 

provincial office. The government respondents try to impose additional 

hurdles that favour one category of public representatives (those belonging 

to political parties) over another (independent candidates) in a way that 

impermissibly dilutes the original rights that the Constitution confers.  

48. As something of an argument-of-last-resort, the government respondents say 

the logistics of accommodating independent candidates in national and 

provincial elections are just too much.  The same sort of argument was tried 

against recognition of prisoners’ right to vote.45 This Court rejected it then,46 

and should reject it again now. The logistics involved in accommodating 

independent candidates is far from enough to justify their complete exclusion 

from national and provincial elections.    

 

                                            
45 August (note 8) at para 30. 

46 August (note 8) at paras 30-38. 
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REMEDY: PARLIAMENT MUST FIX THE ELECTORAL ACT  

49. The Electoral Act should be declared unconstitutional to the extent that it 

fails to accommodate independent candidates in national and provincial 

elections.  

50. The declaration of invalidity should be suspended for an appropriate 

period—twenty-four months should do—to give Parliament an opportunity 

to fix the Act and come up with a new electoral system.47 The usual reasons 

for suspension apply here: one, an immediate declaration of invalidity would 

leave a disruptive gap in the legislative backbone that we need to regulate 

elections; and two, there are a number of fixes Parliament may choose to 

accommodate independent candidates in national and provincial elections.48  

51. This does not mean Parliament should be left with a blank slate. At least three 

guiding principles emerge from constitutional text and purpose. These must 

guide and constrain Parliament’s redesign of the electoral system. 

• We need a hybrid electoral system. There must be some role for 

political parties in our electoral system, so a full-blown constituency 

system would not be constitutional. At the same time, as we have 

shown, a system that caters for parties only is equally unconstitutional. 

                                            
47 An Electoral-Act equivalent to the remedy in Glenister (note 30) at para 251.  

48 S Woolman et al Constitutional Law of South Africa (2ed) at 9-116 to 9-121. 
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Whatever shape a constitutional electoral system takes, it must be a 

hybrid system that accommodates political parties and individuals.  

• We already have a hybrid system in local government. There are 

foreign examples of hybrid systems, like Germany. But Parliament 

need not look that far. Local government already accommodates 

political parties and individuals. No one suggests local-government 

elections do not result in proportional representation, or that local-

government is not multi-party democracy. With a measure of 

legislative ingenuity, the local-government model can be inspiration 

for a national and provincial electoral system.  

• We already have expert guidance on what a national- and provincial-

hybrid system could look like. The Electoral Task Team’s Report has 

an in-depth analysis of our current electoral system, its weaknesses, and 

a hybrid proposal. Importantly, the Task Team recognised that our 

current system already, in effect, uses the provinces as multi-member 

constituencies. Parliament should take the Electoral Task Team’s 

Report as its starting point.  

52. Finally, costs. If New Nation Movement succeeds, costs should follow. New 

Nation Movement litigates in its own interest and in the broader public 

interest. The questions it asks in this litigation are of heartland importance 
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for our young Constitution. Even if they are ultimately answered against the 

New Nation Movement, Biowatch should apply.  
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